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Animal guru shows how to Browse
mind out for panicky pets and buy
■ By Miranda Knox
PET owners wanting to escape to the sun
and avoid the dreaded January blues can
now do so without having to worry about
their anxious animals.
Pea Horsley, 38, an animal communicator, advises families and people concerned
about their panicky pets when they go away
to use telepathic communication to reassure
them they have not been abandoned.
Enfield Dog Rescue pooch, Woodie a
three-year-old German shepherd, responded
very well to the communication technique
when his new owners Richard Francis, 49,
and Clara Von Horn, 47, went abroad and
placed him and his cat companion Alfie in
kennels.
Woodie was adopted by the couple in
2009 from the Enfield rescue centre after
the mother in his adoptive family became
ill, and they were unable to look after him.
Clara said: “The upheaval had understandably unsettled him and he missed his
family.
“We felt it was important for them to
know they were coming back to their new
home and kennels were the best option.
Woodie was not looking forward to it, but
he understood and was okay about it.”
Initially Woodie was quiet and nervous
but after settling in he soon felt secure and
at home, and his owners have been able to

understand his thoughts and demands
through Pea’s communication.
Clara said: “He has plenty of girlfriends
and his favourite is Wispa, a white golden
retriever/German shepherd cross.
“He has a sense of humour too. He will
steal cat food pouches in protest if we are
both out. Ripped foil pieces will greet us on
the door mat and Woodie will wear this
guilty, but slightly defiant look on his face.”
Pea says she can speak to a variety of animal through telepathy and exchange
thoughts and feelings to reassure pets, and
ultimately develop a deeper understanding
of the animals needs.
She said: “Some animals are given up,
especially after Christmas and they often
don’t understand why, and they wonder
what they’ve done wrong.
“I can explain to the pet what’s going to
happen if their guardian is going away, and
reassure them that they will be coming
home again.”
Pea can also use her communication skill
to speak to missing pets that may have
strayed during the New Year celebration
confusion. By looking at a photo she is able
to “tune” in to the distressed animal and ask
them if they know where they are.
In 2008 she hit national headlines after
she helped locate missing Mutt Marmalade
just by looking at a photo of him, despite
being more than 100 miles away from
the pet.
Food for thought: Pea suggests telepathic communication
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